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GEOFF EGAN MEMORIAL LECTURE 2019
Globalization, trade, and material culture:
Portugal’s role in the making of a multicultural
Europe (1415–1806)
By TÂNIA MANUEL CASIMIRO
SUMMARY: In the Early Modern age, Portugal was among the first European countries to
engage in overseas trade and colonial ventures. The influx of new people and things rapidly
transformed it into a multicultural country in permanent contact with the rest of Europe and the
wider world. While we possess a vast amount of knowledge describing the overseas contacts and
acquisition of goods from historical documents, in recent years archaeological excavations have
begun to reveal direct evidence of these interactions. This includes thousands of people and
objects such as ceramics, ivory and stone artefacts produced in overseas territories in Africa,
South America and Asia. They were exported in vast amounts to several European countries,
and are frequently found in archaeological excavations. These commodities were in part respon-
sible for changing European perceptions of the world, its dimensions and cultural plurality. They
also rapidly left their mark on European goods production, leading to changes in aesthetics and
the introduction of new forms. This paper will discuss some of these objects in terms of how
they reflect an Early Modern globalized world, and their influence on European daily life.
INTRODUCTION
During the 16th century, the world was transformed
into an increasingly elaborate network of contacts
and ‘the world of trade began to transform the world
of goods’,1 based on the navigation of new or pre-
established maritime trade routes, in which some
commodities played important roles. Although this
paper focuses mostly on the archaeological interpret-
ation of material culture, manufactured goods on
their own rarely played the most important role in
this world system. Rather, relations, people and
ideas did.
This paper focuses on a long period of analysis
when so many different political, economic, social
and cultural changes occurred with serious implica-
tions on material culture. Longue duree approaches
are never easy and seldom tried in historical archae-
ology interpretation. An economic reading of
Portugal during this period has revealed that the
country has an exponential growth in the 16th cen-
tury, declining in the first half of the 17th century
and then stabilizing in the 18th century.2 The arch-
aeological record can in fact concur with this histor-
ical analysis. Except perhaps for porcelain, which
was one of the most common goods imported from
the East to the rest of the world, the main goods
traded around the globe were not manufactured.
Slaves and raw goods such as sugar, spices, fish, cot-
ton, wood, salt, tobacco, cocoa, wine, and olive oil
were typically the main cargo.
All countries have a different way of conducting
historical archaeology and dealing with their own
impact on globalization3 and this paper may be
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criticized for being somewhat too Eurocentric, even
though trade with other parts of the world in Early
Modern times is approached. The idea that Europe
was at the centre of a global economy in the Early
Modern period is overstated, as the importance of
other regions such as Asia4 was also fundamental.
While acknowledging this bias, the results of this
research are mainly drawing on evidence from
Portugal or areas of the world in direct contact with it,
and the impacts of its people around the globe. In this
sense, rather than considering Europe as an epicentre
from an interpretative point of view, this paper argues
that Europe is as much a destination as a point of ori-
gin of commodities, thus allowing for the study of net-
works and connections from different perspectives.
It might be also pointed out that I am too focussed
on empiricism and do not engage with theoretical
debates. In my work, I have always privileged the
study of relations between people and things and
how they reflect the workings of different societies
and cultures. However, as noted previously by those
who have come to Portugal from abroad, and as this
paper will demonstrate, the amount of objects found
in Portugal produced within the country or imported
in the timespan discussed by this paper (before the
industrialization of production) is immense. Millions
of artefacts unearthed from Early Modern levels of
archaeological sites lie in stores in Portugal and pos-
sibly will never be recorded or even studied. It is first
necessary to deal with this state of the raw data and
become familiar with its typological variety and rela-
tive quantities across different sites, which I consider
integral before venturing into interpretations and
studies of commercial connectivity, identity, inequal-
ity, consumption, mobility, and relations. This is why
I insist on publishing so much about specific archaeo-
logical sites within the country focussing on the mono-
graphic approach to their collections. The combination
of all the information retrieved from these micro real-
ities permits to comprehend macro evolutions.
The primary questions which I am interested in
relate to why people wanted these commodities to
the point of motivating the global circulation of
things, and how structural changes occurred in the
wake of international contacts that took place.
Novelty, luxury, and social distinction are usually
mentioned as the main reasons for such demand.
However, there are some goods associated with these
networks that are transformed from being considered
luxury items to everyday objects enmeshed in the
lives of Europeans across different social classes.
THE HISTORICAL EVENTS
Portugal is usually known as one of the main coun-
tries responsible for the early development of the glo-
balization and colonization processes in the Early
Modern period. This began in 1415 when the first
African city – Ceuta – was conquered, followed by
Ksar es-Seghir (1458), Azilah (1471), and Tangier
(1471). By 1482, Elmina castle was built in Ghana,
and the establishment of other forts continued in tan-
dem with navigation along the African coast. The
15th century ends with two major events: in 1498
Vasco da Gama discovered the maritime route to
India and two years later Pedro Vaz de Caminha led
a fleet that reached Brazil; and in 1492 Cristobal
Colon, under the Spanish crown, which was also
seeking to encompass the globe, had reached the
Antilles. Spain and Portugal were essentially alone,
despite a few French and English attempts, in pursu-
ing world navigation until early 17th century when
the English and Dutch initiated their own global
maritime endeavours. All these events defined the
15th century as a transitional period when global
interactions were already occurring, although medi-
eval mentalities continued to define ways of action
within and outside the respective countries.
Settlements were founded in several parts of this
new world and by late 16th century Portugal had
established contacts with a large portion of the
known world including India, China (a trading post
in Macau founded in 1557), and regular contacts with
Japan (1543). Overseas occupation endured until
1999 when Macau was ‘returned’ to China, although
many of these occupations failed in the long term,
with settlements abandoned or lost in military action.
Brazil became independent in 1822, Indian settle-
ments were lost in 1961, and by 1974 the remaining
African colonies gained their independence. The ori-
ginal global network had by then fully collapsed.
During this period of more than 500 years,
Portugal was not only influenced by its external con-
tacts but its internal events also played a fundamental
role, especially the period between 1580 and 1640
when the lack of an heir made Philippe II of Spain
king of both Portugal and Spain, with the unification
of both crowns. Philippe was the cousin of King
Sebasti~ao of Portugal, making him one of the heirs to
the crown. Three Spanish kings occupied the
Portuguese throne until 1640, when a Portuguese
king regained the crown. During this 60 year period,
although Portugal was in conflict with all the enemies
of Spain, including England, it had direct access to
other markets, especially in South America and the
Pacific. It is possible that this contact with territories
under Spanish dominion already existed before 1580,
since marriages between the Portuguese and the
Spanish crowns occurred regularly since late 15th
century. Another major political event occurred in
1806 when the French invaded Portugal, leading the
royal family to flee to Brazil and rule the ‘empire’
from across the ocean.
On both occasions, support to get rid of the
Spanish and the French was provided by the English.
This resulted in a mutually beneficial political (and
economic) relationship between both countries, and
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the ‘oldest alliance’ in the world, going back to the
12th century, left marks on the Portuguese economy
and even in the number of settlements that Portugal
had around the world. For example, the marriage
between Charles II and Catarina of Braganza in 1662
(daughter of the Portuguese king) allowed the
English to acquire Tangier and Bombay as part of her
dowry. Several trade treaties established a connection
between both countries, the Methuen Treaty (1703)
being particularly significant, as a result of which the
English became major consumers of Portuguese wine
while Portugal imported English wool.5
These political events were fundamental in the
history of Portugal but not the only ones to leave pro-
found marks. On November 1st 1755 a huge earth-
quake destroyed most of the southern part of the
country, with Lisbon and surrounding cities being the
most affected. It took Portugal more than a century to
be fully rebuilt. While the event was highly impactful
at that time, killing thousands of people, it continues
to be significant from a historical and archaeological
perspective. This major event, usually recognizable
in every urban archaeological excavation in Portugal,
tends to mark the end of ‘historical archaeology’ in
Portugal.6 Until recently, archaeologists did not pay
much attention to contexts dated after 1755, although
today interest in them is increasing.7 In this sense,
archaeology in Portugal has relatively recently started
to study archaeological contexts after the mid-18th
century and discover their significance, for the coun-
try was still fully committed to global contacts from
China to Brazil during this time. The turn towards
archaeology of this period will help redress the lack
of secure interpretations and knowledge of the impact
international contacts had in Europe at the time, and
the role Portugal played therein.
GEOGRAPHIC LAYOUT
Considering the navigations that occurred from 1415
to 1999, Portugal was in contact with all the known
world (Fig. 1). While in some parts the Portuguese
founded permanent settlements and occupied territory
with political plans to increase and maintain that
occupation, as exemplified by Brazil and the Atlantic
islands, others followed a different strategy, being
simply coastal commercial settlements used to
acquire inland commodities. These goods were then
introduced into a broader a world system of trad-
ing networks.
While not all overseas territories were exploited
in the same way, all of them nevertheless played a
key role in this process. From Africa, people were
the most important ‘commodity’, evinced by the
forced movement of thousands of human beings.
From South America, precious metals, animals and
plants – such as turkeys, potatoes, cocoa and corn –,
among other products, were key in changing
European food habits. From Asia, plants (mostly
spices), ceramics and semi-precious stones featured
strongly in European households from early 16th cen-
tury, influencing the production of tableware and din-
ing habits. Thus, objects and people from different
regions around the world reached Portugal on a regu-
lar basis and were redistributed thence to other parts
FIG. 1.
World map with the areas with direct or indirect contact with Portugal.
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of Europe and the world. This occurred mostly in the
16th century, since competition from other European
nations was rare until late 1500s.
Evidence of what was being brought and how the
Europeans reacted to these new things is found in
archaeological contexts and supported by written evi-
dence, especially port logs and probate inventories.
This paper will focus primarily on archaeological tes-
timonies, not just imports into Portugal but how com-
modities arriving through overseas contacts were sent
to other parts of Europe or the world, taking these
cultural influences with them.
This system of world contacts increased the circu-
lation of things and people reaching and leaving
Europe, creating different ontologies, influencing
societies and developing an increasingly multicultural
world. The new global system, completely estab-
lished by the mid-16th century, had attracted a con-
siderable number of migrants into Portugal, most of
them traders originating from England, Italy, and
Spain, among other places. Documentary evidence of
their presence is abundant and communities of for-
eigners were established in different cities, especially
Lisbon and Porto,8 not to mention their presence as
sailors on boards Portuguese ships sailing in the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
FROM THE WORLD TO PORTUGAL AND
TO EUROPE
All of these world contacts endured from more than
five centuries and connected Europe, northern and
Sub-Saharan Africa, South America and Asia. They
were the basis for the development of a multicultural
country, especially in the largest cities and those con-
nected to overseas trade. In this sense, Lisbon, Porto,
Lagos, Coimbra, Aveiro, and Setubal, among others
located on the Atlantic seafront received a steady
stream of commodities from the colonies. The trad-
itional study of non-European influences in Europe
from an archaeological perspective has and continues
to focus mostly on high-value commodities (espe-
cially ceramics, ivories and spices) brought from
overseas markets and how Europeans consumed
them. The research emphasizes exclusively the
impact these had in Europe from a trade and social
differentiation point of view.
Portuguese navigation around the world allowed
Portugal to become the first country in Early Modern
Europe to receive large amounts of non-European
commodities. One of the earliest and most frequent
imports was people. Despite the complexity of defin-
ing this, according to historical data, Portugal was the
first nation to enforce the mobility of thousands of
people into Europe in the Early Modern period,9
redistributing them across different European coun-
tries.10 This role is even bigger when we consider all
the human beings forcedly deported into the New
World to work in sugar plantations that never reached
Europe. This human trade brought wealth to the
crown and country and allowed the Portuguese to
assert their domination over the global economy.11
The study of this through archaeology will necessar-
ily have to engage with issues relating to societal
problems and global challenges,12 especially if we
consider the impact such human movements continue
to have in Europe today.
The majority of non-Europeans living in Portugal
in the Early Modern period were slaves from Africa,
South America or Asia, although black Africans were
the majority. It is not possible to ascertain how many
entered Portugal between 1415 and the official aboli-
tion of slavery in all Portuguese territories in 1869.
However, accounts of slaves’ presence in cities such
as Lisbon mention thousands of people, up to 10% of
the population in the 16th century.13 These numbers
will always be difficult to define, especially since not
all the slaves in the country were ‘imported’ and a
large number was already born in the country, lead-
ing to an increased number of Portuguese-born slaves
in the 17th and 18th centuries. This number only
started to decrease in the second half of the 18th cen-
tury. In 1761, a law determined that all black people
brought from Africa, America and Asia were consid-
ered free, exception made to the ones who returned
in 1822 from Brazil. Two years later the law of the
‘free womb’ was passed and children born from
slaves in Portugal were given the status of free
individuals.
Some of the earliest non-Europeans were brought
from North Africa in the early 15th century as
Moorish slaves, though their presence in the archaeo-
logical record is still not confirmed.14 These slaves
were frequent in Spanish territory. There are records
from 1444 of the first mass importation of black
African slaves entering the city of Lagos, possibly
the first time that Sub-Saharan African people were
brought as cargo into Europe.15 In 2009, an archaeo-
logical excavation in Lagos discovered about 155
individuals in a mass grave with no signs of ritual
inhumation.16 This group has been studied using
DNA analysis and physical anthropology, and the
majority of them have been confirmed as having
African ancestry.17
Evidence of non-European populations found in
Portugal is not rare, although studies in the subject
are just starting to be developed. In Sines, evidence
of dental modification in a male individual has led
bioanthropologists to postulate that he could be
African, although we cannot determine whether free
or enslaved, especially since he was buried with a
pouch containing some coins.18 In Loures, the exca-
vation of an Early Modern cemetery dated to the
17th and 18th centuries yielded several individuals of
possible African origin, as suggested by their dental
modification and physical characteristics.19 Contrary
to all other known evidence which originates from
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urban centres, this is a rural site and if these African
individuals were slaves they were probably forced to
work in physically demanding agricultural activities,
as evinced by pathologies found on their bones.20
Although a recent excavation this is fundamental evi-
dence in the study of African individuals in Portugal
since these human remains reveal the everyday lives
and the way slaves were treated.
Slaves were also brought from Asia and India but
in lesser amounts and trade of them was forbidden
still in the 16th century,21 making them less easily
recognizable in the archaeological record. The role of
the enslaved population in Portuguese society and
culture and the impact they had in the development
of the country is in serious need of historiographical
analysis, although their presence and impact on mod-
ern society was recently approached from an archaeo-
logical perspective.22 The study of slavery is still a
delicate debate in Portugal and one that most scholars
are not yet ready to initiate, especially when it comes
to acknowledging the responsibility of Portugal in
the transatlantic African slave movements or the role
of Africans in Portuguese territory.23 Portugal seems
to have been the only country that developed a model
of colonial exploitation within Europe, with thou-
sands of African slaves used in urban and rural areas
although used in activities not related to plantations.
While the human remains of African slaves have been
found in the Canary Islands, Spain, the territory was
known for its sugar plantations and following the
same exploitation model as South American territo-
ries.24 Portugal, on the other hand, was a unique case
in Europe and these human contacts created a specific
type of society. While this has already been acknow-
ledge from historians, archaeologists still have to initi-
ate a debate that goes beyond empiric evidence.
Although human trade into Europe was one of the
most impactful and lucrative engagements of
Portugal’s overseas ventures, it was certainly not the
only source of profit. Around the mid-15th century,
archaeological sites start to show signs of the early
contacts with the appearance of African ivories,
known in the literature as ‘Afro-Portuguese’. These
objects are the first artefactual manifestation of con-
tacts between Europeans and Africans from places
such as today’s Sierra Leone or Benin. Their artistic
and aesthetic features made them highly desirable
and valued in Europe, where they were often sent to
noble houses via Lisbon. The German artist Albrecht
D€urer (1471–1528) mentions in one of his diaries the
acquisition of two salt cellars from Sierra Leone in
Antwerp in 1520, which he most likely bought from
Portuguese traders in Flanders.25 Each of these ivory
objects tells a story of people’s identities and how
they influenced European populations. Although such
objects are widely known and published in museum
collections, they have always been treated through art
historical perspectives and not as testimony of colonial
encounters. Portugal has a considerable amount of
such objects found in archaeological contexts, mostly
among domestic refuse from the late-15th to the 19th
centuries, demonstrating that, contrary to what was
happening around Europe where these objects were
being kept in display cases, in Portugal they were an
active part of daily household activities.26
Other objects originating from these world con-
tacts have been found in Portugal, although their
commercial value seems to have been significantly
lower. Several contexts dated to the same period
have yielded objects dubbed as ‘African pots’, usu-
ally associated to African populations living in
Lisbon. Recent archaeometric analysis has revealed
that these were not made using Portuguese clays.
Their production techniques, coil hand built, and
morphology does not correspond to anything made in
Europe, not even in the Canary Islands where con-
temporary pots were also hand made. They present
the traditional African ‘bag-shaped’ form and flat
base. When the origin of these pots is confirmed, it
will be possible to assume that some African people
living in Portugal might have originated from the
same places. Since they seem not to have had a com-
mercial value, it is difficult to explain their presence.
Were they used by African populations and if so how
were they acquired?27
One of the most impressive artefacts relate to
slavery are the slave collars (Fig. 2). Two of them
belong the National Museum of Archaeology stores
and their use was not just kept slaves arrested they
were a sign of ownership. They have engraved the
name of the slaves’ proprietor. ‘Este preto pertence a
Agostinho de Lafeta do Carvalhal de Obidos’ (This
black man belongs to Agostinho de Lafeta from
Carvalhal de Obidos) and ‘Este escravo pertence a
Luiz Cardozo de Mello morador em Benavente’ (this
slave belongs to Luiz Cardoso de Mello who lives
in Benavente).
Exotic animals and plants were key targets in
Early Modern Portuguese trading ventures. When
FIG. 2.
Slave collar (courtesy National Museum of
Archaeology).
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Portuguese sailors reached overseas territories, the
local fauna made a considerable impression on them.
Some were brought to the country as attractions,
attested in literature and even paintings but have
never been sought in the archaeological record. In
1500, when Pedro Alvares Cabral reached Brazil,
one of the things that most impressed him were par-
rots. Portuguese sailors had similar reactions to other
animals they encountered in Africa and the East.
Elephants and rhinoceroses were brought to the coun-
try as curiosities (an instance of them involved in a
staged ‘street fight’ in Lisbon in 1515 is recorded),28
while others were bred. Turkeys, originating in
Central America and imported to the Iberian
Peninsula in the early 16th century, have been found
in contexts associated with quotidian household
activities,29 clearly remains of food consumption.
The same can be said about plants, especially
spices, which entered the country in early 16th cen-
tury and just a few decades later changed the way
people consumed food.30 Studies of Early Modern
zooarchaeological remains are only occasionally
made in Portugal, yet this paucity of research is sur-
passed by the amount of stored excavated material.
Thousands of animal remains are housed in archives
across the country awaiting analysis in order to
understand the impact that overseas navigation had
on animal consumption within Portugal and greater
Europe. The few researchers specializing in zooarch-
aeology in Portugal focus their studies mostly on
prehistoric and Roman periods, while medieval and
post-medieval collections suffer from a serious pau-
city of research. Occasional studies have been made
but mostly of small collections.31
Plants, especially spices (e.g. pepper, cloves, cin-
namon, among others) made an equally significant
impact on Early Modern Portugal. They enter the
country in early 16th century and just a few decades
later become the staple of recipes and are used on a
daily basis. The few existing archaeobotanical studies
are exclusively dedicated to prehistoric and Roman
contexts and never post-medieval contexts. One
exception is the monastery at Tarouca in north
Portugal.32 Except for this site, 16th–19th century
archaeological sites have never been surveyed for
plants, leading to a lack of collections. Evidence of
these spices is frequent in Portuguese wrecks such as
the famous Pepper Wreck33 and the Esmeralda,
wrecked off the coast of Oman.34 As with animal
remains, the study of plants from Early Modern con-
texts has been limited – a large number of samples
have been recovered from various sites but never
studied. Archaeobotanical research in several coun-
tries in Europe has provided evidence of spices used
since the 16th century, some of them imported from
the East by the Portuguese.35 The undertaking of
archaeobotanical studies in Portugal itself would con-
tribute significantly towards understanding Early
Modern foodways and their relationship with the
Early Modern global economy.
The further afield Portuguese ships sailed, the larger
became the amount and variety of imported commod-
ities. Portugal was the first country to import Chinese
ceramics, distributing them to wider Europe from the
very early 16th century.36 This monopoly only ended in
early 17th century when the Dutch and the English
reached the Indian Ocean.37 Different countries devel-
oped different consumption patterns and while Chinese
porcelain was a luxury in every other European country
in the 16th century, in Portugal it was consumed by
various social groups from nobles and clergy, found in
palaces and female convents,38 to more modest house-
holds.39 It has also been found in rural areas where con-
sumption was expected to be low, although hundreds of
artefacts have also found in these non-urban contexts.40
Chinese porcelain was widely available and widespread
a consumption which endured until late 19th century.
Blue-on-white Chinese porcelain was one of the
most fashionable items in the 16th and 17th century
although not the only eastern ceramic product to
reach Portugal. Pots from Thailand and plates from
Vietnam have also been found in archaeological con-
texts (Fig. 3).41 Portugal was the first country to
import large quantities of Chinese porcelain and sell
it to other countries as early as the beginning of the
16th century. Although these objects are not evidence
of direct presence of non-European populations in
Europe, they were fundamental in the development
of new aesthetic European style influencing
FIG. 3.
Fragment of Vietnamese plate found in Alhandra (cour-
tesy Museu Vila Franca de Xira).
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households’ consumption habits and associated
material culture during the Early Modern age.
Countries such as Portugal, Spain, England, France,
and the Netherlands began to decorate their pottery
following Chinese porcelain styles in a clear cultural
appropriation.42 This imitation continued for centu-
ries and whilst symbols and overall iconography
depicted on plates and bowls produced in Europe lost
their original meaning, they gained new ones as signs
of exotic relations and global contacts. The produc-
tion of ceramics in several places of Europe which
had strong connections with distant ceramics-produc-
ing locations reveals how the impact of trade of glo-
balized goods was not only economic but cultural
enough to transform semiotic interpretations.
Although Chinese ceramics and spices were the most
important commodities brought from the East, other
objects have been found in archaeological contexts.
Asian ivories are rare but occasionally found in
wrecks and archaeological sites, especially parts of
religious figures such as the Madonna and the
crucifixion.43
Semi-precious stone objects acquired in India are
more frequent finds and in several contexts. In
Lisbon, at a riverfront excavation of an early 16th
century context, several carnelian beads and rings
were found (Fig. 4).44 These same objects have been
recovered from across the country in places such as
Almada and Algarve.45 Similar objects were found in
the remains of the Esmeralda, the aforementioned
ship wrecked off the Oman coast in 1503 on its way
back to Portugal.46
It would be imprudent to believe that this process
of global contacts affected Portugal exclusively. The
country was directly or indirectly in permanent con-
tact with the known world, leading to wide circula-
tion of products, people and ideas. This contributed
to the creation of a multicultural Europe, one of the
most identifiable aspects of European society today
and fundamental to the way European communities
respond to current challenges.
FROM EUROPE TO PORTUGAL
The trading system that connected Portugal to
Europe was based not only on commodities which
were acquired overseas but in Portuguese products as
well. Wine, olive oil, salt and fruit were the primary
goods transported to Europe. In return, Portugal
received products from different nations, with wood,
textiles and animal products being the primary desir-
ables. Sometimes other products would enter the
country and survive in the archaeological record, cer-
amics being the most abundant, either as containers
or as valuable goods.
The quantity of ceramics from southern Europe
(Italy and Spain) found in mid-15th to mid-16th cen-
tury contexts is quite high. Though these have never
been systematically studied, thousands of objects
have been found across the country. Most direct trade
was made with Liguria and Tuscany. The majority of
objects found in Portugal seem to have been made in
Montelupo and Pisa areas, although other areas can-
not be ignored. Probate inventories and wills from
the early 16th century mention the existence of Pisa
pottery,47 the port where Montelupo ceramics could
be exported. These were the traditional polychrome
FIG. 4.
Cornelian ring and bead found in Campo das Cebolas,
Lisbon (courtesy Claudia R. Manso).
FIG. 5.
Italian Montelupo dish found in Campo das Cebolas,
Lisbon (courtesy Claudia R. Manso).
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objects as well as the sgraffito wares decorated with
recurrent motifs (Fig. 5). Later Italian objects are rare
and just a few 17th century Ligurian objects have
been found, most of them associated with wealthy
sites such as the house of Prince Pedro, later king
of Portugal.48
Italy was also a large supplier of glass objects,
especially from Venice. These are also found in large
quantities and decorated with various techniques
although the most appreciated were the millfiori.49
Venetian glass also inspired Portuguese glass produc-
tion, which imitated the Italian wares.50
As for Spain, the relation with its ports was
always regular and in the late 15th and early 16th
century Portugal received large quantities of Spanish
ceramics, especially but not exclusively from Seville.
These were mostly cuerda seca or lustreware objects,
maintaining the tradition of Islamic pottery (Fig. 6).
There is evidence of the production of tin-glazed
wares in Portugal as early as the second half of the
15th century, however these were plain white or with
a blue line under the rim.51 Highly decorated objects
are not known prior to 1570s. Objects from other
parts of Spain are less frequent although occasionally
Talavera ceramics also appear in late 16th cen-
tury contexts.
For years every sherd of blue-on-blue ceramics
found in Portugal was considered either Italian from
Liguria or Spanish from Seville. However it is now
proven that Portugal itself was also producing large
amounts of these ceramics, imitating the foreign
wares.52 At this point it is still difficult to visually
differentiate the three main ware types and determine
if the objects found in Portugal were imported or pro-
duced in the country, making the real extent of this
production not yet fully understood.
Ceramics and glass from other Mediterranean
locales diminish in consumption and even cease in
FIG. 6.
Lustreware bowls found in Rua do Arsenal, Lisbon (courtesy Antonio Valongo).
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the first half of the 16th century. Examples are found
discarded complete in dumps and landfills along the
Lisbon riverfront formed during this period. The rea-
sons for this discard seem to be related with the new
massive influx of Chinese porcelain. Numbers are
never easy to define but King Jo~ao III decreed in
1522 that every ship sailing from India to Portugal
could have up to a third of its cargo in porcelain,
revealing the high amount of pottery that entered the
country.53 As mentioned, porcelain was recurrent in
Portuguese ‘middle class’ households and not just
used by the nobility, making it a relatively access-
ible commodity.
Contacts with northern Europe happened on a
daily basis, at least if we trust the port records. So
far, French objects seem to have stopped being
imported in the 15th century, with the occasional
Rouen platter found in later (e.g. 18th century) con-
texts,54 although they may be present in greater quan-
tities and archaeologists are not yet able to identify
them. The same cannot be said about Dutch imports.
The trade between the Netherlands and Portuguese
ports was constant. Ships sailing to between Dutch
cities and Lisbon and Porto are recorded in port logs
listing all types of commodities. Exports from
Portugal were mostly salt, wine, olive oil and fruit,
while the predominant import was wood. The arch-
aeological record has also revealed imported ceram-
ics such as majolica, faience and even clay pipe
miniatures55 demonstrating frequent contacts
between both countries as early as the 16th century
(Fig. 7). Although these Dutch finds are present from
the late 16th to the late 18th centuries, the number
seems to increase in the mid-1700s with blue-on-
white faience decorated with Chinese inspired motifs
and floral decorations. These are found mostly in
wealthy contexts.56
Although contact with Britain was frequent,
British objects are quite rare in the archaeological
record before the mid-18th century. As noted above,
the political and ensuing mercantile alliance between
both countries goes back to the 12th century with the
constant presence of English merchants in several
Portuguese cities, but artefacts brought from England
are somewhat incidental until the industrial revolu-
tion, when Staffordshire ceramics flooded the
Portuguese market in the 19th century. Once again,
this trade was based mostly on other type of perish-
able and consumable commodities.
Port logs also confirm frequent contact with
Germany, with ships sailing to and from Hamburg
and L€ubeck, among other cities, conveying all types
of commodities. Imported goods were most certainly
perishable since German objects are rare in
Portuguese contexts. A few notable exceptions are
stoneware jugs and tankards made in Frechen and
Siegburg.57 These are the typical belarmine jugs and
small white plates (Fig. 8).
Every once in a while a shipwreck is also found,
which offers important evidence of the interactions
discussed here. The cargo travelling on board a
wreck found in Belinho off the coast of Esposende
FIG. 7.
Dutch plate found in Mouraria (courtesy Vitor R. Sousa).
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revealed the contacts between north and south
Europe. Although the nationality of the ship is not
known the study of its form, artillery and cargo may
reveal a 1520–1560 date. Dozens of pewter objects
and even tin plates, known as alms dishes produced
in northern Europe were found (Fig. 9). We do not
know if the final destination of these vessels was a
Portuguese port, however, in spite of the fact that
alms dishes are not found in the archaeological
record, they are often mentioned in the inventories of
churches and convents.58
FROM PORTUGAL TO THE WORLD
The role of Portugal as the head of a large overseas
empire not only permitted it to become one of the
most vibrant multicultural territories in the world, but
made it a key channel for the export of such influen-
ces to the rest of Europe. The country produced sev-
eral commodities which were in high demand not
only in Europe but also other parts of the world. Salt
was produced on an industrial scale and exported in
large quantities to northern Europe, especially to
England, Ireland, Sweden, the Netherlands and
Germany, together with wine, olive oil and fruit.
Together with these products, Portugal specialized in
specific types of ceramics which were exported to
several parts of the globe and recognized by their for-
mal and aesthetic characteristics.
Two types of commerce have to be distinguished
here: with trade partners and Portuguese colonies.
Some regions had no political connection with
Portugal beyond commercial. This was the case for
all European countries (except Spain during
1580–1640) and their colonies.59 As for Portuguese
colonies, they were considered an extension of
Portugal’s territory therefore a similar type of con-
sumption was promoted, especially as settlers wanted
to reproduce the domestic European environment in
these new places.
As mentioned, salt, wine and olive oil were the
most requested products. For a great part of the 16th
century, Portuguese port cities served as commercial
platforms for the transaction of commodities coming
from African and the East, a role that was lost in the
17th century when the English and Dutch reached the
Indian Ocean. Nevertheless, other products continued
to be traded, particularly ceramics, for which
Portugal was well known. By early 16th century, the
country was already specializing in the production of
louça d’agua (water ware), which endured until the
20th century.60 The property of some clays from spe-
cific parts of the country added a special smell and
taste to the water consumed from these vessels, espe-
cially those produced in the High Alentejo region at
Estremoz and Montemor-o-Novo.61 This earthen
smell and taste made these objects appreciated in sev-
eral parts of Europe and the New World, with discov-
eries in England, the Netherlands, Germany, and at
FIG. 8.
Renish stoneware jar found in Lisbon (courtesy Marcio Martingil).
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several New World sites such as Jamestown and
Ferryland.62
Tin-glazed ware was produced in Lisbon from the
second half of the 15th century, however around a
century later this ware starts to gain quality through
a broader decorative repertoire, much inspired by a
combination of Chinese porcelain and European
influences. These products start to be designated as
‘Lisbon porcelain’ and are exported around the world
in large quantities, satisfying a demand for eastern
products.63 By early 17th century, Coimbra and Vila
Nova were already producing these objects. They
were mostly appreciated in the Atlantic world where
they are found literally everywhere European ships
sailed and are mentioned in probate inventories.64
This type of product did not have a market in the
Indian and Pacific Ocean, where Chinese porcelain
had superior quality. A few objects are nevertheless
still found in places such as India, Macau and
even Japan.
This world trade of Portuguese ceramics starts to
decrease in late 17th century and by mid-18th century
is only made with the colonies. The reasons for such
decline are debateable and seem to be related to
internal and external factors such as the emergence of
new production centres in Europe and the changes in
the demands of pottery from the European consum-
ers.65 As for the other commodities, such as the
aforementioned salt, wine and olive oil, they continue
to be of international demand until the 20th century.
CONCLUSION
Portugal’s port cities were some of the most vibrant
international cities on the globe for more than 400
years, acting as fundamental arteries in a circulation
system of people, animals, plants and things, and
connecting several parts of the globe. Lisbon was not
the only Portuguese city to develop that role and cer-
tainly Viana do Castelo, Porto, Aveiro, Coimbra,
Setubal, and Lagos, despite their comparatively
smaller size, played significant roles in the world
trade. All of this circulation of people and commod-
ities made Portugal a multicultural country where dif-
ferent cultures and ways of life shared the same
territory. This was mostly visible in port cities and
less in the countryside, where foreigners may have
also lived, although evidence is less eas-
ily recognized.
There is a general idea that the Early Modern age
was a time in which the entire globe was in contact.
This was not the case. In spite of the connectivity
between coastal areas, inland territories on several
continents were still outside of these networks. In
countries where the interiors were deprived of rivers
or accessible roads, globalization arrived late and
material culture rarely reflects these world contacts.
Even in Portugal, inland small cities, although an
exception in the general panorama, will have to wait
until late 18th century to have access to some of these
commodities.
FIG. 9.
Almsdish found in the Belinho wreck, Esposende (courtesy Esposende Municipality).
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By the early 16th century, most of Portugal was
already populated with people, exotic animals, smells
and tastes from around the world. Even though some
never left the country, Portuguese people were never-
theless enmeshed in all of these different ontologies
to various degrees. Over time, people internalized a
multiplicity of differences, understanding the diver-
sity of a globalized world and creating a global iden-
tity that was also shared by other European countries
in the following centuries. Permanent relations with
most of the other parts of Europe guaranteed that this
multiculturalism transcended borders. Archaeological
evidence of osteological remains of non-Europeans,
animal and plant remains and thousands of objects
reveals these world contacts and their importance in
the development of a multicultural Europe, one of the
most important legacies of this process.
Although these objects could be considered lux-
ury items in Portugal, they seem to have been daily
household goods, especially in urban centres.
Porcelain and ivory objects were certainly used in
everyday activities and the wide spread of semi-pre-
cious stone beads suggests similar use. Consequently,
even generic Portuguese households reflected some
degree of the country’s global contacts through direct
or proxy evidence of objects, animals, plants and
people from around the globe. Unfortunately, there
are not that many depictions of what the interior of a
house in Early Modern age looked like in Portugal,
although archaeology does reveal intramural arrange-
ments and activities. However if interiors are
unknown, there a few paintings of Lisbon that reveal
how multicultural it was. Portugal’s early modern
representations reveal a society where people from
around the world would gather performing very dif-
ferent activities (Fig. 10).
Although many European scholars have devel-
oped projects in the colonies related to colonial
encounters or colonial occupations,66 these cultural
changes did not simply occur in the colonies but
were also a fundamental outcome of interaction in
European territory itself. Portugal had a privileged
position in bringing new cultures into Europe in the
Early Modern period. However, it seems to be more
than a Portuguese problem that ‘the subjects of colo-
nialism or immigration as a major component of glo-
balization have hardly been dealt’, since the subject
has just recently begun to attract research in contin-
ental Europe.67 Archaeologists from different coun-
tries are approaching globalization processes based
FIG. 10.
New Merchants Street (courtesy Society Antiquaries London).
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on their particular methods of research and just
recently have they have started to mention Portugal
in their publications on global contacts.68 This is also
uniquely a Portuguese accountability. Several authors
have addressed how the diversity of languages in
Europe led to the difficulty in establishing European
archaeological studies beyond borders.69 Until
recently, the publication of papers related to
Portuguese post-medieval archaeology has been non-
existent, and indeed, despite increased interest, publi-
cations are still few.70
As a Portuguese person born in the 20th century,
just a few years after the ‘loss’ of the African colo-
nies, I was still taught that Portugal had been the
head of an extraordinary empire where wealth from
around the world converged into Europe and the
country brought civilization to uncivilized popula-
tions, creating the perfect crib for social inequality.
This narrative was developed during the dictatorship
(1933–74) and may be one of the reasons Portuguese
scholars took so much time to critically debate con-
cepts related to globalization especially since it
would redefine the country’s past in a different per-
spective than the one we were all educated in, still in
line with the political orthodoxy of the time, forcing
us to decolonize our mentalities before doing it in
scientific studies. Strange as it may seem, considering
the role of the country in global colonial expansion,
the word ‘colonialism’ has only recently emerged in
Portuguese archaeological debates.
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